
Turning Intention into Action
"Part of my joy in learning is that it puts me in a position

to teach; nothing, however outstanding and however

helpful, will ever give me any pleasure if the knowledge is

to be for my benefit alone. If wisdom were offered to me

on the one condition that I should keep it shut away and

not divulge it to anyone, I should reject it. There is no

enjoying the possession of anything valuable unless one

has someone to share it with." - Seneca
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Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might

easily dismiss as
unrealistic.

Welcome to the inaugural issue of the official newsletter of ESG Ireland. The ESG Factor
will be a quarterly publication focused on sharing practical knowledge on the integration
of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors into decision making and the
broader theme of responsible investing. 
 
Across the fiduciary chain - from the investor to the executive team at companies – all
stakeholders are coming to terms with how best to integrate ESG. There are a variety of
reasons for the inertia around implementation, but the lack of practical information is
regularly cited as a major barrier to integration, something we aim to address. 
 
I believe ESG will continue to gain momentum as a cornerstone of responsible investing
and measuring impact within business strategy, but it is not prescriptive in how decision
makers apply it. Decision-making bodies must embark on their own philosophical
journey, to arrive at a set of values that align with their own objectives. 
 
We live in an attention economy with advertisers vying for your time 24/7, spending
billions every year for mere seconds of your attention.   Engagement has been distilled
down to decisions like whether to swipe left or right, to like or continue scrolling down to
something with a more scandalous headline. 
 
At ESG Ireland, we are striving for real engagement on a theme we believe is fundamental
to securing our future. So, we want to thank you for taking the time to read this
publication. Your feedback and suggestions are welcome as we endeavour to build a
connection with readers. Email Insights@ESG.ie. 
 
Above all, our objective is to provoke thought and to empower people to ask the right
questions. Explored with the right mindset, ESG can be a rewarding journey. 
 
Vincent McCarthy, CFA
Founder
ESG Ireland



ESG Ireland
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I N C E N T  M C C A R T H Y ,  C F A

ESG Ireland™ is an independent platform
delivering thought leadership and insights
on the integration of Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) factors, within
decision-making frameworks, across
business, investments and public policy.
 
Our core purpose is to be part of the
solution for a more secure and sustainable
future, to make Ireland a beacon for other
countries to follow. We can only achieve
this by working together and so we invite
interested stakeholders to be part of this
collaborative effort. 
 
1. Practical Knowledge: Our aim is to bring
clarity to how ESG can be practically
applied in the real world. Conveyed in the
right way, knowledge can be a tool to
engage individuals. There are high quality
reports being produced but the length and
complexity limit their reach. ESG Ireland
has been established to make this theme
more accessible to a wider audience. 
 
2. Empower Individuals: Positive as it is
that younger generations are marching for
governments to take action on climate
change, the real power remains in the
board rooms of the world. 
 

A more informed population on the role of
business and investment is needed, so
that individuals can better understand
how their consumption and investment
decisions have the potential to influence
corporate behaviour. 
 
A more informed population is a good
thing. If we have more informed
consumers and investors, company efforts
around sustainability and the integration
of ESG will be better rewarded. Therefore,
companies can better align their business
strategy with changing demands in order
to build loyalty with their investor and
consumer base. 
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3. Stakeholder Approach: A collaborative
effort from all stakeholders remains
integral to sustainable development. A
major challenge right now is the lack of
consistency on how ESG is implemented
across the fiduciary chain. While many
stakeholders are taking a silo approach to
addressing ESG we believe in the need for
much greater collaboration and an open
sharing of perspectives. 
 
ESG Ireland has been established to foster
collaboration among stakeholders and to
bring their respective challenges to the
fore, with the goal of moving this theme
forward. 

Working together more openly can help
stakeholders to take real control of their
ESG policy, raise the level of knowledge
across all decision makers and help avoid
this simply becoming a burden on
resources. We are of the firm belief that
ESG represents an opportunity to lead. 
 
Incorporating Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) factors into decision-
making frameworks is fundamental to
managing new and emerging risks. Taking
a responsible approach to capital
allocation and investing is not about
sacrificing returns, it is about delivering
more sustainable returns over the long
term and in turn securing the future.
 
Join us in this effort. Be part of the
solution. 
 
(For more information on membership
email: membership@ESG.ie) 
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A Brief History of ESG
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I N C E N T  M C C A R T H Y ,  C F A

The idea of stakeholders  incorporating
Environmental, Social and Governance
factors (ESG) into decision making is not a
new phenomenon. 
 
In 2004, the world’s leading financial
institutions were invited by the then
United Nations Secretary-General Kofi
Annan ‘to develop guidelines and
recommendations on how to better
integrate environmental, social and
corporate governance issues in asset
management, securities brokerage
services and associated research
functions’.
 
Who Cares Wins
In 2005, under The Financial Sector
Initiative  Who Cares Wins, twenty
financial firms collaborated to deliver a
report – Who Cares Wins: Connecting
Financial Markets to a Changing World  –
with their recommendations for the better
integration of ESG factors. The endorsing
institutions noted:
  
“The institutions endorsing this report are
convinced that in a more globalised,
interconnected and competitive world the
way that environmental, social and 
 

corporate governance issues are managed
is part of companies’ overall management
quality needed to compete successfully. 
 
Companies that perform better with
regard to these issues can increase
shareholder value by, for example,
properly managing risks, anticipating
regulatory action or accessing new
markets, while at the same time
contributing to the sustainable
development of the societies in which
they operate.
 
Moreover, these issues can have a strong
impact on reputation and brands, an
increasingly important part of company
value.” 
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In the report from 2005, the stated overall
goals were:
•"Stronger and more resilient financial
markets
• Contribution to sustainable development
• Awareness and mutual understanding of
involved stakeholders
• Improved trust in financial institutions"
 
The key message was that the application
of ESG by all stakeholders is needed to
achieve better investment markets and
more sustainable societies. 
 
Reflecting on the 2005 report today
It is interesting to think the report pre-
dated the global financial collapse of 2008
and the complete erosion of trust in
financial institutions, regulators and
governments in general.

Perhaps, if these firms had applied their
own recommendation more rigorously
the 2008 financial crisis could have been
avoided. At the very least, if the
governance issues within the financial
system had been addressed sooner the
real economy would not have endured
such pain.
 
Intent v Action
When it comes to ESG and the broader
spectrum of responsible investment this
should be a reminder of the importance
of ensuring that intent is matched by
action. Talking about sustainability and
impact is the easy part. The application is
what matters.
 
Importantly, the goals outlined in 2005
are a target the world is still reaching for
despite the increased application of ESG
in the corporate world and the growth of
responsible investing generally. The fact
that ESG is gaining greater attention is a
positive development but a lot more still
needs to be done. 
 
ESG Ireland has been established to help
turn intention into action. 
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Why ESG Matters
W R I T T E N  B Y  B R O N A G H  W A R D

S E N I O R  A S S O C I A T E ,  K K S  A D V I S O R S

A significant shift in mindset is taking
place among a growing number of
business and investment leaders, who are
starting to realize that ESG is an essential
part of strategy and performance. 
 
The CEO of BlackRock, the world’s largest
institutional investor, has been writing to
companies stating that ESG performance
is essential to sustainable growth and
returns. The largest company in the world,
Walmart, has set the goal of using 100%
renewable energy and now issues an ESG
report to its investors communicating
how the company’s performance
underpins sustainable profit generation.
The European Union has released an
action plan for financing sustainable
growth. Together, all of these examples
(and many more trends we are witnessing)
show a clear signal: ESG matters and is
here to stay.
 
Today, there is a much deeper
understanding of why ESG matters than a
decade ago. A key study was published in
2015 by a group of academics including
George Serafeim (co-founder of KKS
Advisors and Professor at Harvard 
 

Business School), who demonstrated that
companies with better sustainability
performance generate higher financial
returns. This evidence helped challenge
the assumption that investors and
companies would have to sacrifice returns
in exchange for social and environmental
impact.
 
As more and more academics, investors,
companies, and governments continue to
quantify ESG performance, the data
continues to show overwhelmingly that
ESG integration does not damage returns
(at a minimum) while the potential upside
is significant.
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There is also a growing consensus that the
importance of ESG issues and the timeline
in which risks may materialise are vastly
underestimated – just ask Mark Carney,
Governor of the Bank of England, for his
thoughts on how climate risk threatens
the health of the global financial system.
 
Despite the clear trend and positive signs
of progress, many people fail to fully
understand the fundamental reasons why
ESG matters. Sadly, we still have
companies that view sustainability as a
useful marketing ploy. A large number of
investors see ESG integration as
something they have already been doing
as part of their existing investment
processes, when they are merely
scratching the surface.
 
A limited, but growing, number of
organizations are undergoing the required
transformation to develop the expertise,
tools, and metrics that will help them
systematically address key risks and
opportunities. The integration of ESG is
central to this transformation.
 

At KKS, our mission is to reshape markets
and we are seeing more clients buy into
that vision as they learn about the
importance of ESG, reinforced by the
data. Across industries, there are
extraordinary missed opportunities for
aligning business and investment
strategies focused on value creation with
positive social and environmental impact. 
 
It is encouraging to see more business
leaders, especially CEOs and CIOs,
stepping forward to embrace the
opportunity. Those that have managed to
translate commitments into action are
reaping the rewards, including direct
costs savings (e.g. from energy efficiency),
better risk management, access to high
growth markets, increased customer
loyalty, stronger employee engagement,
and lower cost of capital, ultimately
driving better financial performance. 
 
We have gone past the point where it is
acceptable to wait on the sidelines. ESG
matters.
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Stewardship - Time to Lead
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I N C E N T  M C C A R T H Y ,  C F A

The 2018 Global Pension Assets Study,
published by the Thinking Ahead Institute
of Willis Towers Watson, reported six key
findings from 20 years of global pension
assets growth. Interestingly, one of their
findings was that over this period ´the
number one missed opportunity was
stewardship’. 
 
“The 20-year story is one of missing the
opportunity to influence and mitigate
corporate misalignments – like executive
pay, and other poor leadership and
boardroom practices”.
 
The capital allocators within the pensions
industry – investment managers,
investment consultants and scheme
trustees – missed the opportunity to exert
their stewardship role more actively to
hold companies to higher governance
standards.
 
Good governance goes hand in hand with
building sustainable companies,
companies focused on creating long term
value in partnership with stakeholders,
including the environment. It is a way of
thinking as much as applying a set of
rules or principles.
 
 

Looking ahead
Looking ahead to the key issues for
pension schemes to consider in the next
5-10 years, the same report notes that:
“Opportunities are being missed in the
overlapping areas of sustainability, ESG,
stewardship and long-horizon investing.
Investors need to combine both
investment beliefs and wider
sustainability motives in their strategy”.
 
However, the reality is that these issues
need to be considered immediately and
trustees will have to be at the forefront of
this change for the benefit of members.
 
A report by the Principles of Responsible
Investment (PRI), “Working towards a
sustainable financial system – Investment
Consultant Services Review”, written with
input from both Mercer and Willis Towers
Watson, highlighted the challenges
inhibiting the integration of the
Environmental, Social and Governance 
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criteria into investment policies at
pensions schemes. (The focus of the
report was the US, UK and Australia.)
 
The investment consultants interviewed
for the report cited a variety of reasons to
explain the inertia around the integration
of the ESG criteria. The failure of the
education syllabus & professional exams
to cover this area of finance is an obvious
one that needs to be addressed.
“Professionals may spend 3-10 years in
training without understanding the
importance of ESG issues and be
unprepared to bring it to their clients.”
 
As an industry, they point to “a lack of
public commitment on ESG issues made
by most consulting firms”, which “limits
the incentive for individual consultants to
raise these issues with their asset owner
clients”. At the same time, consultants see
advice as client led and so they are
“reluctant to raise issues that are not
requested by the client”. 

“If the client's initial response is that they
are not interested or not aware,
consultants rarely revisit this question”.
 
The important takeaway from the report?
Operating in a competitive and
concentrated market the consultants are
finding it challenging to push the issue of  
ESG integration. So, as the final
gatekeepers for how pension scheme
money is invested it will be on the
trustees to take the lead on these issues
for the benefit of members. 
 
At the same time, it is a bit of a chicken
and egg dilemma since trustees require
the right knowledge to be able to take the
lead on these issues. The regulatory
bodies and the industry organisations
must provide more practical guidance to
trustees on how to incorporate ESG. 
 
We missed a big opportunity over the last
twenty years. It is too late to change that.
However, given the challenges now facing
our ecosystem, we cannot afford to miss
the same opportunity on stewardship
over the next twenty years. 
 
The time is now to lead in a genuine way.
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Investing with Impact
W R I T T E N  B Y  S A R A H  N O R R I S

I N V E S T M E N T  D I R E C T O R ,  A B E R D E E N  S T A N D A R D  I N V E S T M E N T S

Shifting attitudes and growing social and
environmental awareness are reshaping
our world. Consumers are highly aware of
the environmental and social impact their
spending habits can have. Investors are
increasingly demanding that their
investments not only deliver sustainable
financial returns, but also reflect their
ethical or moral values. And regulators are
enforcing more stringent environmental
and social protections. 
 
European companies are at the forefront
of this sustainable revolution, leading their
industries in sustainability agendas. As
asset managers, we too have a vital role to
play. 
 
A high-profile galvanising force for
positive change has been the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Agenda.
At the end of 2015, the UN set out 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
designed to help governments and
regulators meet the most pressing global
challenges. The task is a sizeable one.
According to the UN, it will require
around $5-7 trillion annually to meet its
Agenda. 
 

As a result, the SDGs have rapidly become
a call to capital for investors and asset
managers alike. 
 
One increasingly popular way asset
managers can help meet the UN’s Agenda
is through impact investing. This involves
investments that seek to have a
measurable, positive environmental and
social impact alongside financial returns.
With their strong sustainability
credentials and global leadership on social
and environmental issues, and early
adoption of the SDGs into strategy and
business practices, European companies
are an attractive opportunity for impact
investing. 
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From across the region, we are seeing
numerous companies whose technologies,
products, services and business models
provide solutions contributing to positive
change in areas such as healthcare,
education, agriculture and energy.
Opportunities for active investors abound.
 
Our approach to impact identifies
companies that are intentionally investing
in products or services that address rising
social inequalities, climate change or
unsustainable consumption and
production. We seek out companies that
go beyond operational improvements,
such as reducing its carbon footprint and
focus on companies with an operating
model designed to achieve a measurable
positive outcome.
 
While measuring financial returns is
relatively straightforward, quantifying
positive environmental or social impact is
more difficult. European companies are at
 
 

the forefront of impact measurement,
providing specific data and case studies
on the real-world impact their products
have. How does this look in practice?
 
One company leading the way is Vestas. It
designs, manufactures, installs and
services wind turbines, with 92 gigawatts
of wind turbines across 79 countries. The
company’s mission is to “deliver best-in-
class sustainable energy solutions for the
benefit of clients and the planet”. Over its
lifecycle, a Vestas wind turbine will
generate 30-50x more energy than it
uses, and these turbines emit 1% of the
carbon dioxide per kWh compared to a
coal power plant. These achievements
address climate change and support the
global achievement of SDGs 7 (affordable
and clean energy) and 13 (climate action).
 
French utility company Suez provides
water and wastewater treatment services
to 23.8 million people in developing
countries. It also targets an increase in
this number by 2021. Last year, it supplied
1.3 billion cubic metres of water from
alternative sources. That’s enough water
to grow 520,000 tons of rice. Suez’s
services help to fight rising inequalities
and support country efforts to addresses
SDGs 1 (no poverty), 6 (clean water and
sanitation) and 14 (life below water).
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While disparate in nature, these
companies share a common theme: they
first and foremost seek to generate a
profit. Their activities are not pet projects.
Investors shouldn’t confuse impact
investing with philanthropy. Offering
innovative products and services is an
intentional strategic decision designed to
yield long-term revenues, benefitting from
changing consumer demands and
regulation, while still tackling the planet’s
problems. 
 
It is clear that the world faces a number of
significant environmental and social
challenges. We believe many European
companies are leading the charge, offering
unique products and services that align to
the UN’s Agenda. As for investors, they
can take satisfaction knowing that they
are doing good while securing their
financial future. As such, we believe the
‘impact’ revolution will only grow –
creating numerous opportunities for
active asset managers.
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The Regulatory Backdrop
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I N C E N T  M C C A R T H Y ,  C F A

Globally, regulators continue to focus on
ESG as the cornerstone of active
stewardship. We have seen this in Europe
with the IORPS II directive which has
emphasised the need for pension scheme
trustees to take account of ESG factors in
the scheme’s investment process. 
 
The deadline to transpose it into national
law was January 13th 2019. Sadly, the Irish
response has been timid and 10 months
later we are still waiting for it to be
transposed into Irish law.
 
This failure to enact legislation for the
implementation of the directive has
resulted in a lack of clear guidance from
the government, which in turn has
contributed to the uncertainty around its
impact on corporate pension schemes. 
 
Employers and trustees still need to
ensure compliance with the increased
responsibilities laid out in the directive.
Trustees will need to outline how the
scheme’s investment policy takes account
of the ESG factors, including their
relevance on investment selection, the
overall governance framework and the
risk management of the scheme.
 
 

While IORPS II covers corporate pension
schemes, the expectation is that
regulation will become more stringent on
how all stakeholders integrate ESG within
their decision-making frameworks. 
 
The latest work by the EU Commission in
this area provides further confirmation
that ESG will be the anchor used to
standardise metrics within sustainable
finance. As well as producing two climate
benchmarks, they are effectively setting
the stage for all benchmarks to have to
meet a set of ESG disclosure
requirements.
 
The best advice for stakeholders is to take
the lead on ESG rather than simply wait
for regulation to dictate the terms. 
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Warren Buffett & Kraft Heinz
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I N C E N T  M C C A R T H Y ,  C F A

When it comes to investment anecdotes,
one man features more than most. Warren
Buffett. The oracle of Omaha. Now 89
years old, Buffett has provided us with a
treasure chest of wisdom that will
maintain its value long after he is gone. 
 
This does not mean that Warren Buffett is
infallible. It is important not to be taken in
by the mere mention of the oracle.
Recently, I heard someone use Buffett's
success with Kraft Heinz to argue that
incorporating ESG could have cost
investors with missed returns by not being
in the stock. 
 
In fact, Kraft Heinz has been cited by
some fund managers as an example of
how ESG could have helped investors. The
company's announcement in February  of
a $15.4 billion write-down and an SEC
investigation into accounting irregularities
came out of the blue for most investors. 
 
However, one ESG fund reported that it
was their focus on G that helped their
fund avoid the drama that has unfolded
with the stock. One of the material factors
noted was the lack of board diversity. 
 

Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway
reportedly owns more than 25% of Kraft
Heinz; at the end of 2018 it was the 6th
largest holding in their portfolio. The
stock is now trading at $33.33, above its
52-week low of $24.86, but a long way
from the 52-week high of $54.87 or the
high 90's of 2017. 
 
The governance failures at Kraft Heinz
under the watch of one of the most iconic
investment managers is noteworthy.
Warren Buffett remains an investment
legend but the Kraft Heinz story is a
reminder that there are no free passes  on
corporate governance, no matter who is
involved.
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